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What is Dark Energy ?



What is Dark Energy ?

Either Dark Energy is Dynamical

 new form of energy

eg. Quintessence,…

 or self-accelerating Universe 

eg. F(R), DGP

 Backreaction

Or it is a Cosmological Constant

 Why is the Universe 

accelerating so little??

Can a Large C.C. source a Weak acceleration ?



Can Gravity be modified at Large Distances

such that the CC gravitates more weakly?

Degravitation

One naïve way to modify gravity is to promote the 

Newton‟s constant GN to a high pass filter operator,  

L-2

Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali &Gabadadze, „02

Dvali, Hofmann & Khoury, „07

k: 4d momentum



Filtering gravity is effectively a theory of massive gravity

A massive spin-2 field, has 5 dof

The extra helicity-0 mode is strongly coupled near a 

source

Massive Gravity



In the limit , the helicity-0 and -2 

modes decouple:

( canonically

normalized variables)

Strong coupling scale

Decoupling Limit



In the limit , the helicity-0 and -2 

modes decouple:

For pure vacuum energy

The metric remains flat, 

if ie. if  

( canonically

normalized variables)

Strong coupling scale

Decoupling Limit



Examples of massive gravity

Stable branch of DGP  a =1/2

Cascading Gravity  a = 0 + log corrections

R6

We live on a cod-2 brane

R4

R5

Dvali, Gabadadze & Porrati ‟00

CdR, Dvali, Khoury, Hofmann, Pujolas, Redi, Tolley, „07



Examples of massive gravity

Stable branch of DGP  a =1/2

Cascading Gravity  a = 0 + log corrections

A tension on Cod-2 leaves brane flat

“deficit angle solution”

At the linear level, the same happens for 

higher cod-branes

 There are 2 or more helicity-0 fields, 

making the system very hard to solve

what happens to cosmology ??? 

Dvali, Gabadadze & Porrati ‟00

CdR, Dvali, Khoury, Hofmann, Pujolas, Redi, Tolley, „07



Projecting out the zero mode

Rely on infinite volume extra dimensions to project 

out the zero mode.

Neumann boundary conditions - Israël Macthing

conditions



Projecting out the zero mode

Rely on infinite volume extra dimensions to project 

out the zero mode.

Neumann boundary conditions - Israël Macthing

conditions

Can we construct a new class of massive gravity 

models without infinite extra dimensions??

Work with compact extra dimensions

Impose half Neumann, half Dirichlet - boundary 

conditions



Scalar Field Toy model

scalar field living in one spurious extra dimension



Scalar Field Toy model

scalar field living in one spurious extra dimension

manifestly break 5d Lorentz invariance



Scalar Field Toy model

Compact extra dimension

Neumann Boundary 

conditions

Dirichlet Boundary 

conditions

w
0 1



Scalar Field Toy model

Compact extra dimension

Neumann Boundary 

conditions

Dirichlet Boundary 

conditions

The resulting effective theory on the 4d brane is 

that of a massive scalar field



Extension to gravity

Spin-2 field qmn

Action should be 4d diff invariant 

Introduce a Stückelberg field Nm, such that under 4d 

diff, Kmn transforms as a tensor

Similar to a 5d version of Horava-Lifshitz



At high energy, the effective boundary action is:

in terms of the canonically 

normalized variables



At high energy, the effective boundary action is:

with scale

in terms of the canonically 

normalized variables

Higher order interactions in p give a contribution

 The lowest possible interaction scale is:

Arkani-Hamed, Georgi & Schwartz, 2002

Luty, Porrati & Rattazzi, 2003



Extension to gravity

The spin-2 field theory has therefore 6 dof:

qmn , Nn

The gravitational exchange amplitude between two 

conserved sources is

The factor 1/3 rather than 1/2 for GR arises from 

the extra helicity-0 mode present in the Stückelberg

field. 



Leading interactions

If the theory contains higher order K terms, 

Cubic p interactions

The helicity-0 mode is strongly coupled at energy 

scales above 



Decoupling limit

In the decoupling limit, the helicity-0 mode satisfies

To be compared with the general decoupling theory

 The theory corresponds to a = 0 and exhibits 

degravitation in the decoupling limit 



Decoupling limit

In the decoupling limit, the helicity-0 mode satisfies

The theory has 6 dof, but only 5 of them are excited 

linearly. 

The 6th mode usually propagates a ghost at the non-

linear level, the Boulware Deser ghost.

p satisfies a higher derivative dynamics

 We can expect the theory to have a ghost non-linearly 

Boulware&Deser,1972



Decoupling limit - 2

In the absence of K3 terms, these cubic interactions 

are not explicitly present. 

h‟mn and p couple at cubic order at energies 

E > (m2M4)
1/3

The helicity-2 part of the metric should be redefined,

 p decouples in the limit



Decoupling limit - 2

In the absence of K3 terms, the decoupled limit for p is

p satisfies a similar dynamics as in DGP

 we do not expect to see the degravitation mechanism

 the theory has a “chance” to be ghost free non-linearly  



Summary

New family of massive gravity relying on ½ Dirichlet -

½ Neumann bdy conditions to project the zero mode      

 the extra dim can be compact

As a specific example, we consider a constant mass 

theory of gravity for which 5d diff invariance is broken 

 similar to Horava Lifshitz

 extra (6th) mode Boulware-Deser ghost

The setup is generalizable to non-constant mass 

gravity, where this ghost could be absent (similarly as 

in DGP)  preserve symmetry



What next … 
Strong coupling mechanism at work

Cosmology

Is the Ghost present in this theory?

 How does such a scenario respond to a CC ?

 Does it exhibit degravitation ?

 What are the cosmological constraints ? 

 Is there any way to cure the ghost ?

 Do we get an Higuchi bound in de Sitter ?

 What is the equivalent of the Higuchi bound 

in FRW ?



Observational Signatures

Such models lead to specific observational signatures

- Advance of the perihelion (LLR)

- Structure formation

- Lyman-a forest (excess of power)

- CMB (excess power at short scales)

- large bulk flows in velocity surveys

- kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich

- ISW cross-correlation (larger effect)

Khoury & Wyman, „09

Afshordi, Geshnizjani & Khoury, ‟08

Bognat, CdR, Wyman, to appear

Due to extra 

scalar field dof

Due to modified

Friedman eq.

Cf. Mark Wyman‟s talk


